IMPACT OF TELEVISION ON CROSS-EXAMINATION AND JUROR “TRUTH”

KIMBERLIANE PODLAS

INTRODUCTION

Research demonstrates that jurors assess evidence and determine verdicts on the basis of stories, i.e., they assess truth in terms of the basic stories with which they are familiar. Consequently, cross-examination’s parameters and abilities must be considered within this context. In contemporary society, television is our primary storyteller: its stories, along with their component plots and stock characters, tell us how things work, define our culture’s morals, and provide a framework for interpreting events. This power also extends to the legal realm, for though few people have ever entered a courtroom, millions have seen one on TV. Consequently, television’s legal narratives can cultivate assumptions and expectations about law.

Referencing original empirical research regarding the influence of television representations of law—such as those of Judge Judy, CSI, and Law & Order—this paper explores the way in which television contributes to the stories that jurors use in structuring their determinations of “truth,” as reflected in their verdicts. With this as a base, the paper discusses how televisual media will increasingly influence trials and, as a result, cross-examination. Consequently, in conducting cross-examination, attorneys will be obliged to acknowledge certain proven influences that television has on viewers while eschewing unsubstantiated mythologies about television’s influences.

* Kimberlianne Podlas practiced criminal and constitutional law in New York City after graduating from the University of Buffalo School of Law. She argued more than 100 cases, including several in the state’s high court. In 1997, on a one-year leave of absence, she was named a Civic Education Project Fellow (and subsequently a Fulbright Scholar) and moved to post-communist Romania to teach and work on higher-education reform. In 1999, she joined Bryant University’s Business Law faculty as an Assistant Professor, and in 2004 joined UNCG’s Department of Broadcasting & Cinema where she is presently an Assistant Professor of Media Law and Director of the University’s Film Festival. Podlas is also an Executive Board Member of North Carolina's ACLU. Since joining academia, Podlas has published more than two dozen articles and book chapters. Her research considers the influence of pop legal culture—such as CSI, The People’s Court, Law & Order, and The Simpsons—on the public’s understandings of law. Among her more recent awards are the Broadcast Education Association’s National Paper Competition in both 2006 and 2007.


I. THE POTENTIAL OF CROSS-EXAMINATION

Although this symposium questions whether cross-examination remains “the greatest legal engine ever invented for the discovery of truth,” the symposium’s participants address this issue in different ways. This paper does not interpret the question literally and, in fact, cautions that cross-examination’s potential for discovering truth should not be confused with a burden to do so. Such an interpretation romanticizes cross-examination as able to correct any mistakes at trial and evokes images of righteous advocates using superb cross-examination skills to uncover the truth. In any event, truth is an impossibility. Actual truth cannot be the point of trial, let alone of cross-examination, for the collision of adversarial interests prevents a trier of fact from ever knowing the truth in the literal sense. At best, truth is nothing more than what the trier of fact thinks happened, and findings of fact are educated guesses about the competing stories and the underlying facts that seem reasonably proven.

Consequently, this paper does not contemplate cross-examination in terms of a truth-seeking function. Rather, it likens a verdict to the jury’s version of truth, and recognizes cross-examination’s contribution to that verdict. Indeed, when combined with the “free narrative” of an opening statement, cross-

---

7. Kilback & Tochor, supra note 5, at 337 (concept of truth is unfounded); id. at 335 (trial determines whether an allegation has been proven according to a particular standard); id. at 334; but see Estes v. Texas, 381 U.S. 532, 551 (1965) (trial is a “sober search for the truth”).
8. Kilback & Tochor, supra note 5, at 334.
10. Id. at 16.
examination can make the case.11 Hence, cross-examination is a prophylactic that can secure “the correctness and completeness” of testimony.12 As a defensive mechanism, cross-examination can reveal the biases,13 distortions,14 and “falsehoods of mendacious witnesses,”15 as well as mistakes and failures of perception: “In every trial, some of the witnesses forget, make mistakes about, reinterpret, shade, and prevaricate the truth. If they didn’t, there would be no trials.”16 It can also minimize unfavorable direct testimony.17 As an offensive mechanism, cross-examination can elicit evidence favorable to one’s case18 and facts supporting one’s version of events.19 Consequently, cross-examination can be the lynchpin of the case20 by proffering one’s version of the truth. Therefore, this article preferences these functions in considering the influence of televisual media on cross-examination. Because these are measured in relation to verdicts, it is critical to understand how jurors make the decisions that culminate in a verdict.

II. THE POWER OF STORIES IN JUROR DECISION-MAKING

A verdict represents the jury’s version of the truth (albeit “truth” within the parameters of the burden of proof). The discovery of that truth is a function of the way that jurors make decisions. Stories are critical to that process.21 Indeed, narrative is a natural way of thinking22 to understand new events, we

12. 2 JEREMY BENTHAM, RATIONALE OF JUDICIAL EVIDENCE ch. 9 (London, C.H. Reynell 1827); see also 3 id. ch. 20.
13. MAUET, supra note 10, at 273 (impeaching witness to show s/he cannot be believed, to show bias, or bad character).
14. LARRY S. POZNER & ROBERT J. DODD, CROSS-EXAMINATION: SCIENCE AND techniques § 1.02 (2d ed. 2004); MAUET, supra note 10, at 273.
16 Tom Singer, To Tell the Truth, Memory Isn’t That Good, 63 Mont. L. Rev. 337, 340 (2002).
17. JAMES W. McELHANEY, EFFECTIVE LITIGATION: TRIALS, PROBLEMS AND MATERIALS 24 (1974) (minimize bad evidence from direct testimony); cf. POZNER & DODD, supra note 14, at § 1.05 (method of damage control).
18. McELHANEY, supra note 17, at 24; POZNER & DODD, supra note 14, at § 1.05.
20. Burns, supra note 11, at 563.

reference the plot-lines and structures of familiar stories and adapt them to the new circumstances. Research shows that jurors rely on stories to assess and understand evidence, and therefore to determine their verdicts. This “story model” is the “dominant model of juror decision-making.”

According to the story model, jurors understand evidence as a narrative. Jurors reference stories with which they are familiar about similar events in order to reconstruct evidentiary information into a story. In doing so, they draw on familiar plots, common patterns, stock characters, and stereotypic images. The resulting narrative is typically linear with causal relationships and intentional actions reflecting mens rea and elements of foreseeability.

Jurors then assess the strength of trial evidence—be it gleaned from direct- or cross-examination—according to whether it fits into the emerging narrative. Ultimately, the story that the jurors adopt must be able to explain

23. Id. at 2230 (claiming that the process of human coherence-seeking rituals superimposes narrative structure on life events); see also JAMES SHANAHAN & MICHAEL MORGAN, TELEVISION AND ITS VIEWERS: CULTIVATION THEORY AND RESEARCH 192-93 (1999) (thinking is essentially narrative in nature).

24. Wiener, supra note 21, at 120; FINKEL, supra note 22, at 65-66; see also RICHARD K. SHERWIN, WHEN LAW GOES POP: THE VANISHING LINE BETWEEN LAW AND POPULAR CULTURE 5-6, 8 (2000); SHANAHAN & MORGAN, supra note 23, at 193 (stories help us understand the world).

25. Pennington & Hastie, supra note 1, at 522.


27. Pennington & Hastie, supra note 1, at 522 (jurors impose on the evidence a narrative structure).


29. Id.; Pennington & Hastie, supra note 1, at 521.


31. SHERWIN, supra note 24, at 24, 167; see also FINKEL, supra note 22, at 69 (“[S]tory construction . . . lies much closer to the essence of social being . . . . Our norms, imperatives, and moral rules may take form of ‘social representations.’”).

32. Pennington & Hastie, supra note 1, at 521.


34. See SHERWIN, supra note 24, at 24; FINKEL, supra note 22, at 65 (describing research that jurors transform evidence into stories).
what happened, i.e., it must account for the trial evidence, be consistent, and be plausible. The verdict reflects the most coherent, acceptable story. Functionally, this is the jury’s truth.

III. THE DEFICIENCIES OF STORY-BASED DECISION-MAKING

Because stories help juries deal with large amounts of information, organize events, and prompt inferences, they are invaluable to verdictal decision-making. Notwithstanding narrative’s benefits to jury decision-making, however, it can distort the interpretation of and impede the accurate assessment of trial evidence. Experiments show that the first evidence or argument presented to a jury yields the greatest influence on both its interpretation of evidence and which story it deems most believable. For

A narrative is an ordered set of images and sounds that make up a story. See Richard A. Posner, Law & Literature 346, 348 (1998); see also David A. Black, Law in Film: Resonance and Representation 180 (1999).

35. Pennington & Hastie, Evidence Evaluation, supra note 30, at 242; Sherwin, supra note 24, at 24; Finkel, supra note 22, at 67; Pennington & Hastie, Tests, supra note 28, at 189.

36. This is referred to as “coverage.” Huntley & Costanzo, supra note 29, at 31; Pennington & Hastie, Tests, supra note 28, at 190.

37. This is referred to as “coherence.” Huntley & Costanzo, supra note 29, at 31; Pennington & Hastie, Tests, supra note 28, at 191.

38. Within this process, the court’s charge delineates the attributes of different verdicts and enables jurors to match their constructed story with the appropriate verdictal category. Huntley & Costanzo, supra note 29, at 31; Pennington & Hastie, Tests, supra note 28, at 189-90, 192 (describing court’s charge as delineating decision alternatives).

39. This is described as “certainty.” Huntley & Costanzo, supra note 29, at 31; see Pennington & Hastie, Tests, supra note 28, at 191 (principles that determine the acceptability of a story and resulting certainty are called certainty principles).

40. The story is also a filter, reducing a vast amount of information to a manageable amount. Finkel, supra note 22, at 65; Shanahan & Morgan, supra note 23, at 192.


42. Daniel G. Linz & Steven Perrod, Increasing Attorney Persuasiveness in the Courtroom, 8 LAW & PSYCHOL. REV. 1, 5-6 (1984). Linz & Perrod also provide a framework for memory. Id. at 6.

43. See generally Carlson & Russo, supra note 26, at 91.

44. Thomas Sannito & Peter J. McGovern, Courtroom Psychology for Trial Lawyers § 5.4 (1985) (research on law of primacy); see also Robert Aron et al., Trial Communication Skills § 15.04 (1996); Fine, supra note 6, at 13-14 (using primacy and recency strategically in courtroom).

45. In terms of exploiting the primacy effect, some types of evidence are more powerful than others. When emotional evidence is presented first, jurors are likely to “construct a logic to justify it” that is, jurors tend to make later presented evidence “fit” with early encountered emotional evidence. Thomas Sannito, Psychological Courtroom Strategies, TRIAL DIPLOMATE J., Summer 1981, at 30, 31-32. By contrast, the more fact-based the communication, the more quickly it loses its power. Id. at 31-32.

Consequently, emotional evidence should be sequenced first to best exploit the primacy effect; factual evidence should be put on last to take advantage of the recency effect.
example, when mock jurors receive prosecution evidence first, they favor the prosecution story, but when mock jurors receive defense evidence first, they favor the defense story.\(^{47}\) The first-positioned narrative begins with an inherent advantage in shaping juror decision-making.\(^{48}\) Because jurors begin imagining a story almost immediately,\(^{49}\) when starting to construct their story, jurors can draw only on information from the first narrative. Consequently, the initial story told typically becomes the baseline for understanding evidence and assessing truth. Because jurors hear the plaintiff's or prosecution's evidence or preface to its story first, this positioning inures to the benefit of the plaintiff or prosecution.\(^{50}\)

In addition, the emergent narrative is resilient to competing stories. “[J]urors tend to sustain belief in the validity of their initial theories long after logic suggests those theories have been discredited.”\(^{51}\) Later testimony is assessed according to whether it fits into the initial narrative.\(^{52}\) If it does, it is accepted; if not, it is likely rejected.\(^{53}\) Jurors even make subsequent evidence “fit” with evidence encountered earlier, and disregard or misinterpret evidence that is inconsistent with it. As a result, where alternative interpretations of evidence or questions of witness credibility exist, the initial story is privileged.

---

46. See generally Pennington & Hastie, supra note 1, at 521; Pennington & Hastie, Tests, supra note 28, at 193-95.
47. Manipulating “the case with which one story (favoring the prosecution side of the case) or another (favoring the defense) could be constructed” showed that the first-presented, “easier-to-construct stories dominated verdicts.” Pennington & Hastie, Tests, supra note 28, at 193-95; Pennington & Hastie, supra note 1, at 521–533.
48. Hence, the combination of the order in which story elements are disclosed and the rapidity with which jurors construct a story cause misinterpretations to favor the first story-teller (the plaintiff or prosecution) and/or harm the second story-teller (the defense).
50. Id.
52. Cf. Finkel, supra note 22, at 69 (describing narrative thinking); Wiener, supra note 21, at 120 (jurors modify testimony and evidence according to their own pre-existing knowledge structures, to construct their own stories of the case).
over later ones and obtains the benefit of the doubt.\textsuperscript{54} Relatedly, jurors remember evidence consistent with the initial emergent narrative significantly better than evidence inconsistent with it,\textsuperscript{55} further solidifying its dominance.

Not only do jurors preference the initial narrative, but they also shore up its evidentiary weaknesses.\textsuperscript{56} An advocate’s evidence is seldom perfectly complete: It might omit details or actions typical of the known script. It might even conflict with later-received evidence. Jurors, however, neither consider these apparent shortcomings to undermine the initially-proposed story nor merely gloss over them. Research demonstrates that when individuals who assess the evidentiary strength of a case are confronted with accumulating information contrary to their original conclusion, they do not reassess their conclusion.\textsuperscript{57} Rather, they manipulate the contrary information to conform with their initial conclusion.\textsuperscript{58} Jurors fill evidentiary gaps with facts and motivations that they have come to know as part of the typical “script.”\textsuperscript{59} This supplemental assistance fortifies the initial narrative.\textsuperscript{60}

Narrative thinking’s impact on verdictal decision-making is exacerbated by several factors. Because an individual can consider issues common to only those stories already within her repertoire,\textsuperscript{61} pre-existing narratives boast additional power.\textsuperscript{62} In addition, those stories typically reflect, and therefore

\textsuperscript{54} Eric Shraev \& David Levy, \textit{Cross-Cultural Psychology} 106 (3d ed. 2007) (personal experience creates perceptual expectations); Voss, \textit{supra} note 51, at 312. In addition, information typical to the known script is most likely to be remembered. Wiener, \textit{supra} note 21, at 122 (when referencing common scripts of actions, mock jurors recalled statistically significant levels of scripted actions, although the witnesses never mentioned those events).

\textsuperscript{55} Pennington \& Hastie, \textit{Tests, supra} note 28, at 192-93; Huntley \& Constanzo, \textit{supra} note 29, at 31 (describing empirical research on influence of story model).

\textsuperscript{56} \textit{See Sherwin, supra} note 24, at 27.

\textsuperscript{57} Cf. Tom R. Tyler, \textit{Viewing CSI and the Threshold of Guilt: Managing Truth and Justice in Reality and Fiction}, 115 \textit{Yale L.J.} 1050, 1069 (2006) (when confronted with weak evidence, individuals who wish to convict tend to distort it to make it stronger than it is).

\textsuperscript{58} \textit{Id.}


\textsuperscript{60} Steven Lubet, \textit{Trial Theory and Blind Poetics}, 100 \textit{Nw. U. L. Rev.} 295, 296-97 (2006) (jurors will draw on from cultural narratives or personal experiences to supplement gaps).

\textsuperscript{61} \textit{See generally Roger Bromley, Narratives For A New Belonging: Diasporic Cultural Fictions} 1 (2000) (western culture’s “authoritative” narratives foreclose alternative ways of thinking and seeing).

\textsuperscript{62} Shanahan \& Morgan, \textit{supra} note 23, at 193.
limit understandings to, society’s dominant themes and those of the dominant social order.64 Narrative thinking is also subject to a number of cognitive limitations.65 For example, when considering how evidence fits into a story, jurors seek coherence,66 i.e., they mentally reconstruct it to support a single conclusion.67 This polarizes perceptions so that individuals with a slight inclination toward guilt “amplify their perception of the case”68 and ignore or alter evidence weakly probative of guilt.69 When it comes to evaluating behavior, jurors tend to ascribe to it conscious, purposeful motivations, while “denigrating circumstantial causes.”70 Jurors fall victim to hindsight bias when considering whether it was foreseeable that a given harm could occur. Therefore, because they know that the harm did, in fact, occur (hence, they experience the bias of hindsight),72 they are more inclined to conclude that the defendant should have foreseen the risk.73 Jurors also overestimate the accuracy of eyewitness identifications and the infallibility of both forensic

63. Id; Winter, supra note 22, at 2272; Bromley, supra note 61, at 1-2 (constructions and resulting understandings are subjective and influenced by region); see also James Monaco, How to Read a Film: The Art, Technology, Language, History, and Theory of Film and Media 122-23 (rev. ed. 1981) (culture impacts the way in which one comprehends filmic images).

64. Bromley, supra note 61, at 1-2 (typically limited to the language of the dominant social order).

65. Klaback & Tochor, supra note 5, at 334 (humans possess limited capabilities for assessing each other); Rand, supra note 59, at 731 (impact of characteristic weaknesses of human reasoning on legal decision-making).

66. Dan Simon, A Third View of the Black Box: Cognitive Coherence in Legal Decision Making, 71 U. Chi. L. Rev. 511, 544-45 (2004). Moreover, people are generally unaware of this shift or of any incoherence. Id. at 545.

67. Id. at 544-45 (shift toward state of coherence with emerging verdict).

68. Id. at 519, 544-45.

69. As a result, evidence is altered to create a mental model supporting guilt. Podlas, CSI, supra note 53, at 96.

70. Burns, supra note 11, at 563.


As explained by Feigenson, “judgments of the ex ante likelihood or foreseeability of an event are influenced by knowing the ex post outcome (whether the event occurred or not).” Feigenson, supra note 71, at 994-95 (describing operation of hindsight bias in 9/11 cases).

73. Therefore, an individual who failed to do more to avoid the risk should be held responsible for not having done so. Feigenson, supra note 71, at 989.

For a description of the ways in which emotions impact jurors’ risk assessment, see id. at 979-82.

Evidence and expert testimony. Furthermore, because jurors presume that if evidence is presented it must be probative, any supportive evidence is augmented, thereby lowering the threshold for conviction. Jurors also are inclined toward resolving a crime and providing justice for the victim, rather than questioning the allegations and ensuring that the defendant is not wrongfully assigned responsibility. These and other victim sympathies can incline jurors to hold the defendant responsible, because it helps the victim by holding someone else liable for her loss. Nevertheless, the conclusions resulting from these faulty reasoning processes contribute to the story that the jurors construct and use to determine their verdict.

IV. THE IMPORTANCE OF STORIES IN LAW

Indeed, storytelling is also central to law. As exemplified by the case caption of “plaintiff versus defendant,” litigation is fundamentally a story of conflict. Every good case recognizes this and is built on a narrative that

75. Scientific evidence is very seductive to jurors, and they tend to overvalue its probity and overestimate its infallibility. Tyler, supra note 57, at 1068-69 (describing studies showing that people view evidence as more probative than it is); Edward J. Imwinkelried, The Next Step After Daubert: Developing a Similarly Epistemological Approach to Ensuring the Reliability of Nonscientific Expert Testimony, 15 Cardozo L. Rev. 2271, 2285-86 (1994) [hereinafter Imwinkelried, The Next Step].


77. Jurors also consider factors they have been told not to consider. Edie Greene & Brian H. Bornstein, Determining Damages: The Psychology of Jury Awards 168-70 (2003) (describing empirical research on blind-folding studies of juror decision-making).

78. Tyler, supra note 57, at 1052-53.

79. Id. at 1066-67.


81. For the most part, these errors in thinking promote interpretations of evidence that inure to the benefit of the plaintiff or prosecution.


accounts for the evidence and leads to the desired verdict. This is called "the theory of the case." Much like a screenwriter or novelist, a good lawyer is a good storyteller: she establishes facts, envisions settings, portrays characters through the dialogue of testimony, and underscores certain themes. Consequently, stories are an advocate's tool for defining "truth," and the

85. Lubet, supra note 60, at 295; James W. McElhaney, All About Litigation, Litig., Winter 1986, at 2, 2 (discussing methods to persuade factfinders).

86. James W. McElhaney, Write Briefs That Use the Facts to Establish Your Theme of the Case, A.B.A. J., April 2006, at 26, 26 (importance of "theory of case" in both trial and appellate litigation); Ann Bloom, "Milk the Cash Cow" and Other Stories: Media Coverage of Transnational Workers' Rights Litigation, 30 Vt. L. Rev. 179, 179 (2006) ("Law is a storytelling enterprise.").

87. James W. McElhaney, Creating Tension, A.B.A. J., June 1988, at 84, 84 ( likening lawyer to playwright). As Christine Alice Corcos explains:

Authors and filmmakers repeatedly combine these elements—persuasive storytelling as method, irony as mechanism, and the courtroom drama as form—to suggest to their audiences that the philosophical and practical relationships between justice as an end and the rule of law as its means require, not complacency, but continual and serious re-examination.


88. Bloom, supra note 86, at 180 ("[A] great trial lawyer must also be a gifted storyteller."); Milner S. Ball, The Legal Academy and Minority Scholars, 103 Harv. L. Rev. 1855, 1859 (1990) (attorneys are storytellers); Corcos, supra note 87, at 525 (lawyer as storyteller).

89. In addition, a good story will draw in visuals to help jurors "envision the facts and events as counsel and the witnesses describe them." Lubet, supra note 60, at 295.

90. Shale, supra note 83, at 991–92 (explaining that witness narrative highlights cause, effect, belief, and resolution); Corcos, supra note 87, at 567 (usually, witness questioning follows Socratic interrogation):

The lawyer uses the very words of the witness to "prove" or "disprove" according to the rules of evidence the "truth" of the witness's statement, just as Socrates traditionally and seemingly innocently used the words of his questioners against them to elicit a conclusion different from the one they had originally postulated.

91. For instance, a lawsuit about discrimination presented to follow the commonly understood discrimination narrative will lead one to consider issues attendant to and draw conclusions regarding discrimination. Podlas, Nomos, supra note 82, at 36.

Lay people expect that legal stories will follow a certain structure, i.e., "that it tells a story about guilt and innocence; that it is peopled by easily recognizable 'good' and 'bad' characters with understandable motives," and that the conflict will be resolved by revealing the responsible party. Corcos, supra note 87, at 510.

92. See id. at 525 (author of law story tries to persuade the reader of the truth of her story and falsity of the competing story); Allen Rostron, Shooting Stories: The Creation of Narrative and Melodrama in Real and Fictional Litigation Against the Gun Industry, 73 UMKC L. Rev. 1047, 1048 (2005).
courtroom is the crucible hosting this duel of raconteurs.\footnote{Podlas, \textit{Nomos}, supra note 82, at 35; Stachenfeld \& Nicholson, \textit{supra} note 84, at 904 (“theatre of battle”); see also Bloom, \textit{supra} note 86, at 180 (multiple conflicting stories in courtroom).} Cross-examination is, therefore, a story-telling mechanism, a mechanism to identify truth.

\textit{Television: Society’s Storyteller}

Although the first story told in court is chosen by the initiator of litigation, i.e., the plaintiff or prosecution, that is not the first story jurors hear. Rather, jurors enter the courtroom already versed in stories about crime, attorneys, justice, and legal liability.\footnote{Scholars have also noted several similarities between the stage and the courtroom. \textit{See}, e.g., Richard A. Clifford, \textit{The Impact of Popular Culture on the Perception of Lawyers}, Litig., Fall 2001, at 1, 1; Corcos, \textit{supra} note 87, at 513.} In our media-saturated culture,\footnote{\textit{See} Kimberlianne Podlas, \textit{Broadcast Litigiousness: Syndi-Court’s Construction of Legal Consciousness}, 23 Cardozo Arts \& Ent. L.J. 465, 485-87 (2005) [hereinafter Podlas, \textit{Broadcast Litigiousness}].} many of those stories are told by television.\footnote{Bloom, \textit{supra} note 86, at 182 (“[M]edia is literally saturated with stories about law, both fictional and real.”); see Cary W. Horvath, \textit{Measuring Television Addiction}, 48 J. Broadcasting \& Electronic Media 378, 380 (2004) (television is central and most pervasive mass medium); L. J. Shrum, \textit{Effects of Television Portrayals of Crime and Violence on Viewers’ Perceptions of Reality}, 22 Legal Stud. F. 257 (1998) (primacy of television).} Ninety-eight percent (98\%) of U.S. households own a television, making it our most pervasive medium.\footnote{Podlas, \textit{Nomos}, supra note 82, at 36-37.} The accumulation of television’s stories and their component characters, scenarios, and ideologies show us how things work\footnote{\textit{See} Horvath, \textit{supra} note 95, at 380; Shrum, \textit{supra} note 95, at 257.} and elucidate values.\footnote{Yan Bing Zhang \& Jake Howard, \textit{Television Viewing and Perceptions of Traditional Chinese Values Among Chinese College Students}, 46 J. Broadcasting \& Electronic Media 245, 245 (2002) (television communicates rules).} Some stories are plot-driven, but many resemble fables\footnote{\textit{Sherwin}, \textit{supra} note 24, at 22.} depicting ideological assumptions\footnote{\textit{Sherwin}, \textit{supra} note 24, at 22.} and normative lessons.\footnote{Podlas, \textit{Nomos}, supra note 82, at 36. This includes behaviors that are deemed virtuous or vilified and ethical or immoral. \textit{Id}.} Indeed, the moral of the story is often its most important part: whereas the details of underlying scenarios may fade, their meaning remains.\footnote{\textit{Id} at 193 (memory of a story commonly focuses on its lesson as opposed to its facts).} In fact, the contemporary proliferation of visual imagery has contributed to a shift in cognition.\footnote{\textit{Sherwin}, \textit{supra} note 24, at 7.} The linear thinking style dominant in
print-based culture is now being displaced by an associative thinking style where symbols and visual representations dominate.\textsuperscript{106}

Television also tells stories about law.\textsuperscript{107} Law-oriented programs have always been a staple of television programming.\textsuperscript{108} Even as the ideologies of these shows have changed over time,\textsuperscript{109} they remain popular.\textsuperscript{110} Thus, through news reports,\textsuperscript{111} reality courtroom programs,\textsuperscript{112} and legal dramas,\textsuperscript{113} television’s narratives become the public’s Emmanuel of litigation and legal process.\textsuperscript{114} In fact, most of what the public knows—or thinks it knows—“about law, [its fact-finding, procedures, application,] lawyers and the legal system”\textsuperscript{115} come from these images.\textsuperscript{116} Consequently, since the average person does not have any direct experience with the justice system, let alone read journal articles and appellate opinions,\textsuperscript{117} television’s stories are relatively influential.

\textsuperscript{106} Id.
\textsuperscript{111} Dustin Kidd, \textit{Harry Potter and the Function of Popular Culture}, 40 J. POPULAR CULTURE 69, 81 (2007) (news as pop culture); cf. ANNETTE HILL, REALITY TV 80 (2005) (fact-based and reality television both entertain and provide information).

For statistics on crime news coverage in local and national markets, see JEREMY H. LIPSCHULTZ & MICHAEL L. HILT, CRIME AND LOCAL TELEVISION NEWS 10-13 (2002).
\textsuperscript{114} See Podlas, \textit{Broadcast Litigiousness}, supra note 94, at 485-86; see generally Richard K. Sherwin, \textit{Nomos and Cinema}, 48 UCLA L. Rev. 1519, 1521 (2001); FEIGENSON, supra note 72, at 14; Timothy E. Lin, Social Norms and Judicial Decisionmaking: Examining the Rule of Norms in Same-Sex Adoption Cases, 99 COLUM. L. Rev. 739, 758-59 (1999); Friedman & Rosen-Zvi, supra note 107, at 1414 (pop legal culture’s images teach people what to expect of criminal justice).
\textsuperscript{116} Id.
\textsuperscript{117} Podlas, \textit{Please Adjust}, supra note 2, at 3-4; cf. Valerie Hans, \textit{Law and the Media: An Overview and Introduction}, 14 LAW & HUM. BEHAV. 399 (1990) (only small proportion of the public has direct experience with the justice system); WILLIAM HALTOM & MICHAEL MCCANN,
Moreover, it is not necessary that television’s legal information be packaged as “real” to insinuate itself into viewer understandings. Entertainment television reaches people that factual programming does not and can impact viewers in ways that news media cannot. In any event, legal fictionals may feature manufactured plots and characters, but they are depicted as realistic, if not factually-based. Sets, such as those on Law & Order, resemble real courtrooms and district attorneys’ offices, and stories feature real legal procedures such as pre-trial hearings, opening statements, and juries.

Although this realism provides an accepted reference point of truth, this “truth” is not necessarily reality. Because television programs are commodities, their stories are made with an eye toward network profit, advertising dollars, and commercial success. This means that accuracy gives way to drama. Tensions are heightened and plots manipulated to increase drama. Viewer attention spans are short, so television must tell stories quickly and simply. “[J]ustice is seldom controversial and always swift[;]” characters and their actions are stereotyped as “black or white, as right or wrong, as guilty or innocent . . .”; and judges make their opinions relevant and known. These images and storytelling conventions become the functional equivalent of law.
As a result, viewers may presume that the procedures and behaviors that they see on television are common or normal when they are not. Viewers may impute incorrect meanings to those behaviors. Furthermore, these understandings or misunderstandings can be reflected back onto the real world, in verdicts. Laypeople, however, cannot understand the inaccuracies in television’s depictions, let alone the deficiencies in their own knowledge.

The functions and abilities of cross-examination must be considered within this context. It is important to assess critically the ways that television’s stories of law influence juror responses to cross-examination and, ultimately, inform their decision-making. With this information, legal practitioners can refine the stories that they tell at trial and cross-examination’s contribution to them, by placing them within the context of television’s influential narratives.

V. PROCESSES OF MEDIA INFLUENCE

The dual mechanisms of cultivation theory and heuristic reasoning help explain how television’s stories can impact viewers, and hence, insinuate themselves into juror attitudes and belief systems. Cultivation is premised on the idea that television is one of society’s primary storytellers. Like other storytellers, television can transmit information and norms. Therefore, the long-term, cumulative exposure to television’s stories can lead viewer

128. Jason Low & Kevin Durkin, *Children’s Conceptualization of Law Enforcement on Television and in Real Life*, 6 LEGAL & CRIM. PSYCHOL. 197 (2001) (can distort the audience’s view of the legal system).


130. In addition, the ubiquity of law programs cultivates in the public a sense of familiarity, which leads the public to believe that it has a better understanding of the legal system than it does. Benjamin D. Stein et al., *Folk Knowledge as Legal Action: Death Penalty Judgments and the Tenet of Early Release in a Culture of Mistrust and Punitiveness*, 33 LAW & SOC’Y REV. 461, 464, 496 (people think they know more about criminal law than about other types of law).


132. Viewers are not the only ones who can be influenced and misled by television’s legal narratives. Just as television can lead laypeople to harbor misimpressions of the legal system, legal practitioners uniformed by research entertain mythologies of supposed television influences and can perpetuate television’s influence. Bloom, *supra* note 86, at 183 (“Lawyers, judges, and other legal professionals are especially vulnerable to [media stories].”); Sherrilyn A. Ifill, *Racial Diversity on the Bench: Beyond Role Models and Public Confidence*, 57 WASH. & LEE L. REV. 405, 444-45 (2000) (opining that judges may be more susceptible than jurors to media narratives and stereotypes).


perceptions to mirror what they see on television. A large amount of exposure to these stories can influence attitudes, standards of judgment, and even behavior. Viewers may even become socialized into certain consequent opinions, or eventually adopt attitudes consistent with television imagery. This cultivation effect is not an exact immediate one, where a viewer who sees a program favoring vigilante justice will run out and start shooting criminals. Instead, cultivation is a subtle, cumulative influence based on both heavy, repeated viewing and repeated broadcasting. Thus, a viewer who sees a particular representation constantly on television will presume that representation is common in reality. The result of the television-cultivated opinions could then prompt opinions that inspire actions. A viewer who regularly sees pre-marital sex on television will believe that pre-marital sex is common. This might cause her to believe that it is socially acceptable, and she therefore may be more likely to be sexually active outside of marriage.


136. Shrum, supra note 95, at 261-62 (the way television’s information is stored in memory and retrieved can influence judgments).


140. Shrum, supra note 95, at 260.

141. Sherry, supra note 139, at 212.

For a message to have an impact, it must rise to the level of “theme saturation.” Id. at 220.


143. Podlas, CJR, supra note 53, at 97-98.

144. Viewers who watch a great deal of a particular type of programming recall the lessons in that programming more easily than will viewers who watch infrequently or not at all. Rick W. Busselle, *Television Exposure, Perceived Realism, and Exemplar Accessibility in the Social Judgment Process*, 3 MEDIA PSYCHOL. 43, 44-45 (2001).

145. Kirstie M. Farrar, *Sexual Interventions on Television: Do Safe Sex Messages Matter?*, 50 J. BROADCASTING & ELECTRONIC MEDIA 635, 636-37 (2006); see also Busselle, supra note 144, at 43 (viewer who believes that society is unsafe may be afraid to walk alone at night or purchase a home alarm system). See generally Rick W. Busselle & L.J. Shrum, *Media Exposure and Exemplar
The information cultivated impacts decision-making via heuristic reasoning. They help people process information where it is incomplete or when they must draw conclusions quickly and efficiently. As people interpret their experiences, they automatically reference these heuristics. Therefore, repeatedly broadcasting stories or certain moral associations enables television’s dominant narratives and character portrayals to be easily stored in and accessed from memory. In this way, certain televised legal “scripts” become heuristics regarding the legal process, litigation, and legal actors. As a result, they become the standard by which the stories of witnesses, experts, and attorneys are judged.

VI. TELEVISION’S IMPACT ON VIEWER UNDERSTANDINGS OF LAW

Recent research has provided insight into how television mediates the public’s understanding and application of law, as well as the conditions necessary for and types of impacts. Nonetheless, television’s ability to cultivate understandings about law does not mean that all legal narratives


148. The outcomes of heuristic processing are not inevitable, however. People who are instructed to think very carefully about their answers are either not affected or less affected by television portrayals. Shrum, supra note 95, at 264-66.

149. Id. at 263.


151. Sherwin, supra note 150, at 897.
broadcast on television do so. Rather, first, a story must achieve a significant level of saturation, i.e., “the depiction or program containing it must be broadcast frequently.” Second, a viewer must be exposed to or watch the program very frequently. Third, the story embedded within the program must be clear to viewers, i.e., its narrative must be obvious, consistent, and uncontradicted by competing messages. This is particularly apt to legal programming. Individuals within the legal profession, versed in law, can easily translate procedures and reasons, and therefore pick up on certain cues of television. By contrast, the average viewer can identify and understand only the more obvious depictions. These are substantial hurdles.

**Normality and Normativity**

Most of television’s influence on legal understandings is normative. Law programs do not teach legal rules so much as show viewers what is statistically normal. Often, this normality is translated to become a behavioral norm. Thus, behaviors that are common socialize viewers into how individuals act or when litigation is appropriate.

Television can cultivate opinions about the behavior of attorneys, judges, and litigants. Its consistent, repeated portrayal of the behavior of a legal actor can cultivate in a viewer the beliefs that those behaviors are normal and true to reality. Studies demonstrate that the portrayal of judges on syndi-courtrooms impact viewer expectations regarding judicial behavior and sometimes the meaning of that behavior. Consistent with the syndi-court portrayal of judges as vocal, active interrogators who make moral pronouncements, viewers who watched a significant amount of this genre (hence, repetition in image broadcast and in viewings of that imagery) expected real judges to be vocal, active, and opinionated on the bench. Non-viewing counterparts did not share this opinion.

153. *See supra* note 141 and accompanying text.
160. *Id.* at 494 (perceptions of litigants and use of litigation); Podlas, *Blame*, *supra* note 112, at 558 (perception of judges).
In addition to expectations of behavior, these portrayals can also cultivate attitudes about those behaviors. The actions that television repeatedly depicts are deemed normal, and usually this statistical normality is equated with a presumption of correctness or propriety. For example, syndi-court communicates that small claims litigation is not unusual and that the desire to use the legal system to address more personal issues is not uncommon. These portrayals further attitudes that litigation “for the principle” is normal and not deviant. Yet, if repeated actions are attached to clear condemnation, the action will be deemed wrong. Where television portrays certain roles, such as police officers or lawyers, as behaving in a way that television clearly and repeatedly deems deceitful or amoral, it can reinforce beliefs that such roles or characters are imbued with those characteristics. Syndi-court studies show that certain types of litigants and causes are assigned negative values. As a result, people perceive them (litigation and litigants) as unethical, shameful, or greedy.

Character and Behavioral Values

Research regarding opinion construction suggests that television’s assignment of a character’s morality might also influence viewers. To some degree, when viewers constantly see a behavior or person attached to a specific value, the audience may come to believe that that behavior or person is imbued with the values consistent with the portrayal. These images become

162. Podlas, *Nomos*, supra note 82, at 53-54 (television/syndi-court teaches us moralities regarding law, and associates certain behaviors with particular moral values).
163. Id. at 39 (perceptions of litigants and use of litigation), 49-50 (perceptions of judges); Podlas, *CSI Myth*, supra note 150, at 449-50.
164. Podlas, *Nomos*, supra note 82, at 57 (television portrayals contribute to how public makes judgments about truth and blame).
that impact the way we make judgments about truthfulness, blameworthiness, motives for litigation, and counsel’s ethical center. The “bad act [becomes] the bad person and vice versa.”

This is particularly apt with regard to attorneys. Because the public has limited opportunities to engage practicing attorneys, it learns most of what it knows about them from television. Menkel-Meadow has found that television’s repeated portrayal of fictional attorney behavior as ethical or unethical influences viewer perceptions of whether certain actions by real attorneys are ethical. Where television portrays behavior, or an attorney, as ethical, viewers tend to adjudge real attorneys who act similarly as ethical. This is important, because television does not create all attorneys equal. It generally juxtaposes “white-hatted” prosecutors against “black-hatted” defense attorneys and places prosecutors alone on the moral high ground of legal practice. This is exemplified by Law & Order. Content and ethnographic analyses reveal that Law & Order celebrates prosecutors as society’s moral agents who seek justice, protect the public, and punish wrongdoers. It further demonstrates the positive morality and ethical grounding of prosecutors by showing that they prosecute only the legally or morally guilty. In contrast, defense attorneys are not associated with justice, but are associated with its obfuscation.

Consistent with this, recently-completed research (by this author) shows that a majority of Law & Order viewers ascribe to prosecutors the high ethics

---

172. Podlas, Nomos, supra note 82, at 53.
173. Low & Durkin, supra note 128, at 197.
176. These viewers were law students.
178. Id. (displaced by a fascination with prosecutors).
179. Id.
180. In fact, their screening abilities are so fine-tuned that often the prosecution charged a suspect before the story disclosed the key evidence proving guilt.
and ends-justifies-the-means moralities of the program. Research also
discloses some positive (but limited) correlation between amount of viewing
and positive attitude toward prosecutors. This research is described in detail
below.

Law & Order “Assessment of Prosecutor Morality” Study

A. The Survey Instrument

Over a four-day period, a questionnaire was administered to fifty (50)
individuals waiting in a Legal Assistance Center. Individuals agreed to fill out
a survey in exchange for a four-dollar ($4) Starbucks gift card. The
questionnaire posed a number of forced-choice questions. Among other
things, participants were asked to:

(1) self-assess the frequency of their television viewing, both descriptively
and numerically (in terms of hours viewed per week);

(2) tick off from a finite list which “legal television” programs they regularly
watched (programs included syndi-courts, legal procedurals, and legal dramas
such as Law & Order);

(3) rate their opinion of the morality of prosecutors (hereinafter, the “Moral
Assessment”) according to the following: very immoral - immoral - neutral (neither
moral nor immoral) - moral - very moral; and

(4) (describe) place themselves into one of the following categories:

(a) “have existing attitudes that favor prosecutors OR are ‘pro’-
prosecution/‘anti’-defense”;

(b) “have existing attitudes that favor the defense OR are ‘pro’-
defense/‘anti’-prosecution”; or

(c) “have no attitudes regarding either group OR are neutral.”

Once incomplete surveys were discarded, a total of 48 surveys were analyzed.

B. Analysis

Responses were divided into three “Attitudinal Groups” based on their
existing attitudes (that is, their response to number (4), above). These
categories were short-handed (as seen in the Table below) as: A (pro-
prosecution); B (anti-prosecution/pro-defense); C (neither/neutral). This
categorization sought to acknowledge the influence that pre-existing attitudes
might have on both Law & Order viewing habits and assessment of prosecutor morality. For example, individuals who self-identify (A), i.e., pro-prosecution, would presumably assess prosecutor morality positively and/or be more inclined to watch television programs that feature prosecutors and support these beliefs. Conversely, individuals who self-identify (B), i.e., anti-prosecution/pro-defense, would presumably assess prosecutor morality negatively (or, at least, less positively than Group A) and might be less inclined to watch television programs that feature prosecutors and portray them in a positive light.

Responses in each Attitudinal Group were then divided into two categories: Heavy Viewers of Law & Order and Non-heavy Viewers of Law & Order. The focus on heavy viewing (as opposed to an incremental scale of all degrees of viewing) sought to fulfill a pre-requisite of cultivation, i.e., a significant amount of viewing of a particular genre.\textsuperscript{182}

The Moral Assessments (3, above) were translated into the numerical values of a Likert scale, ranging from 1 (very immoral) to 5 (very moral). This enabled statistical analysis of the descriptive responses.\textsuperscript{183}

C. Results

As a whole, individuals within the A (pro-prosecution) and B (pro-defense/anti-prosecution) Attitudinal Groups awarded the Moral Assessment scores that one might expect: Group A had high Moral Assessments of prosecutors and Group B had much lower Moral Assessments. Individuals who described themselves as neutral (Attitudinal Group C), while having more moderate assessments than individuals in either Group A or B, made Moral Assessments more in line with those of Group A. In fact, as seen in the Table, individuals in Group C who were Heavy Viewers of Law & Order awarded almost the same Moral Assessment scores as individuals within the self-described “pro-prosecution” A group. The Non-heavy Viewers in the “neutral” C Group assessed prosecutors as neutral, being “neither moral nor immoral.”

With regard to Attitudinal Groups A and B, the degree or amount of Law & Order viewing did not seem to be a separate variable in their Moral Assessments. There was no statistically significant difference between the Moral Assessments awarded by Heavy Viewers of Law & Order and Non-heavy Viewers of Law & Order (within each of these Attitudinal Groups). Rather, individuals in Group A awarded the same Morality Assessments whether they watched a significant amount of Law & Order or not, and individuals in Group B awarded the same Morality Assessments whether they watched a significant amount of Law & Order or not.
Whereas the morality assessments of those in Groups A and B (i.e., those expressing either pro-prosecution attitudes or pro-defense/anti-prosecution attitudes) seem unrelated to amount of *Law & Order* viewing, this lack of relation did not remain true with regard to those expressing neutral attitudes (Group C). Instead, Heavy Viewers of *Law & Order* in Group C awarded much higher Morality Assessments than did Non-heavy Viewers of *Law & Order*.

### Moral Assessment Scores

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attitudinal Group</th>
<th>Total Respondents</th>
<th>Heavy Viewers of <em>Law &amp; Order</em></th>
<th>Non-heavy Viewers of <em>Law &amp; Order</em></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A. pro-prosecution</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>N= 9</td>
<td>N= 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4.3 = mean 5 = mode</td>
<td>4.3 = mean 5 = mode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. pro-defense/</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>N= 5</td>
<td>N= 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anti-prosecution</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.8 = mean 1, 2 = mode</td>
<td>1.7 = mean 2 = mode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. neither/neutral</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>N= 15</td>
<td>N= 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4 = mean 4 = mode</td>
<td>3.5 = mean 3 = mode</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| | | | |
| | | | no statistically significant difference|
| | | | no statistically significant difference|
| | | | *statistically significant difference between viewer groups|

D. Discussion

Pre-existing attitudes very likely impact answers regarding one’s opinion of the morality of prosecutors, with individuals who self-identify as “pro-prosecution” stating that prosecutors are “moral” or “very moral” and individuals who self-identify as “anti-prosecution/pro-defense” saying prosecutors are “immoral” or “very immoral.” These assessments do not appear to be related to how much these individuals see television portrayals of positive, moral prosecutors, i.e., those on *Law & Order*. In fact, both groups watch the television show in similar proportions.

Yet once these extremes are eliminated, a connection between television’s portrayals of prosecutors and Moral Assessments of them begins to emerge. This is evident in Group C. First, this group self-described themselves as “neutral” or having no opinion, yet its Heavy Viewers expressed the very opinions of viewers who identified themselves as pro-prosecution. Second, and perhaps more tellingly, the neutrals who watch pro-prosecution portrayals frequently believed that prosecutors are very moral (whether they are aware of
their beliefs as pre-existing pro-prosecution attitudes or not). These results suggest that to some degree individuals might learn from the moral presentation of characters, or that television reinforces positive societal beliefs in law and its agents.

**Legal Content**

Although television can teach normative lessons about law and associate moral values with particular characters, there is little evidence that television teaches viewers legal content. Law programs commonly explicate simple legal rules, such as basic contract or tort law. Presumably, if television contributed to content learning, heavy viewers of legal fare would come away with an understanding of some core legal rules. Nevertheless, empirical evidence does not bear this out. One study administered a rudimentary law test to heavy viewers and non-viewers of reality law programs. Heavy viewers did no better on the test than non-viewers—in fact, both groups performed rather poorly. The study concluded that viewers apparently do not “read” the narrative about legal rules or absorb enough of the concrete legal content for it to exert any measurable effect.

Research pertaining to *CSI: Crime Scene Investigation* (*CSI*) has also failed to demonstrate that television produces sustainable content-based learning. Recently, the mass media has reported prosecutorial claims that a “CSI Effect” is impacting jury decision-making. According to these claims, *CSI* teaches jurors that specific types of cases beget specific types of forensic evidence and that particular kinds of forensic testing can ascertain guilt. The CSI Effect presumes not only that jurors learn these “rules” of police work, but also that when forensic evidence is not introduced at trial, jurors will apply those rules inductively. Thus, they will fall prey to a logical fallacy, and conclude that the absence of forensic evidence—even if not highlighted by the defense or irrelevant to the case—means that guilt cannot be proven beyond a reasonable doubt. (In

---

184. Of course, it is possible that Groups A and B are more self-aware, in that they are able to identify their pre-existing attitudes, whereas the neutrals of Group C are not really neutral, but have pre-existing “pro-prosecution” beliefs of which they are unaware.


186. This has been documented through content analysis. See Podlas, *Homerus Lex,* supra note 123, at 106-109. Content analysis systematically analyzes amount and programmatic content broadcast. See generally id.


188. Id. at 50-51.

189. Id. at 51-52.

190. Id. at 52.

This might be because the moral and behavioral depictions within this genre are so dominant that they overwhelm the legal content. Id. at 53.


192. In other words, the CSI Effect causes the jury to wrongfully acquit. Houck, *supra* note 191, at 85; Roane, *supra* note 191, at 50; Jennifer Rosinski & David Weber, *DAs Claim*
fact, an Aristotelian induction of non-guilt from this negative premise produces a logical fallacy, to wit: merely because the presence of forensic evidence of guilt can help prove guilt does not mean that the absence of forensic evidence proves the opposite, non-guilt).

Although no research has substantiated a CSI Effect, prosecutors seem to cling to this mythology. A survey of New York metro-area assistant district attorneys disclosed that a majority of them believed that a CSI Effect exists and that it negatively impacted their own prosecutions. Confirmatory research, however, showed that no such effect could have existed in any of the cases noted as “proof?” nineteen of twenty cases that prosecutors identified as being impacted negatively by a CSI Effect had resulted in convictions—exactly the antithesis of such an effect.193

No empirical study of mock jurors has substantiated that CSI viewing impacts juror verdicts. There is no indication that heavy CSI-viewing jurors consider CSI or different factors in reaching verdicts than do non-viewers.194 Indeed, there is no indication that “the demand for scientific evidence as proof of guilt was related to watching crime related television programs. There was certainly no statistical relationship between the respondents who specifically watched the CSI program and those who insisted upon some scientific evidence for conviction.”195 This is hardly surprising: most of the “support” for such an effect comes from a few “self-referential newspaper articles quoting the anecdotes of prosecutors and police investigators,”196 and it is partly premised on the logical fallacy noted above.197

Furthermore, in light of what we know about both the use of stories in and the influence of scientific evidence on verdictal decision-making, if CSI has any impact, it benefits the prosecution. The dominant story of CSI is one of good, exacting police work. This underscores the validity and impartiality of the law enforcement conclusions that led to arrest and indictment. Moreover, research tells us that jurors are inclined to fill in evidentiary gaps using content drawn from stories of which they are already aware. Consequently, jurors who do not receive forensic evidence at trial may well “fill in the blanks” with the presumption that forensic testing occurred prior to trial and was the basis for arrest.

193. Podlas, CSI, supra note 53, at 107
194. Id.
196. Podlas, CSI Myth, supra note 150, at 462.
197. The so-called “CSI effect” may instead be a rationalization of members of law enforcement who lose. “By attributing a loss to CSI’s wrongful influence, a prosecutor can obtain an explanation yet maintain her belief that an acquittal was misguided.” Podlas, CSI, supra note 53, at 125.
VII. ACKNOWLEDGING TELEVISION’S IMPACT ON CROSS-EXAMINATION

In litigation, “[w]hoever tells the best story wins,” and cross-examination is a mechanism to tell one’s story, i.e., version of truth. In embracing this storytelling function, cross-examination must be organized around the theory of the case and develop the essentials of that narrative. Yet it also must account for the legal narratives that jurors reference in decision-making—to wit, those on television. Certain television tropes could positively contribute to the plot or moral of one’s story, thereby leading jurors to one’s desired verdict. By contrast, other television narratives or character stereotypes will negatively impact the desired story. Cross-examination must exploit or acknowledge these possibilities accordingly, as guided by four principles: (1) identify the script the story; (2) follow the known script where helpful; (3) highlight deviations from the script where helpful; and (4) fear and avoid the (parallels to the) script.

Scripting the Story

At trial, “the story itself, conceived as a whole, is far more meaningful than any of its constituent facts.” Therefore, developing a viable narrative is far more important than focusing on constituent facts or legal issues. This significantly diminishes any value of a piecemeal cross-examination, i.e., one where counsel points out several inconsistencies, spread over various topics and the testimony of several witnesses, in hopes of cobbled together a mathematical argument that the evidence is not quite enough to reach the required percentage for a plaintiff’s or prosecution’s verdict. This strategy does not address either the dominant or opposing narrative and does not help build your own. Too many facts, and subplots, can also reduce the coherence of a proposed story.

198. Podlas, CSI, supra note 53, at 280; see also James W. McElhaney, Just Tell The Story, A.B.A. J., Oct. 1999, at 68, 68-69 (lawyers should be good story-tellers and should organize a case to show there is a wrong to be righted).
199. This “truth” is reinterpreted as the verdict.
201. Lubet, supra note 60, at 299.
202. Id. at 297; see also McElhaney, supra note 198, at 68 (lawyers should sometimes avoid organizing the story around legal issues).

For instance, the nature of the stories told by attorneys trying capital cases are different; whereas defense counsel tells a complex, layered story, prosecutors focus on plot. Mark Costanzo & Julie Peterson, Attorney Persuasion in the Capital Penalty Phase: A Content Analysis of Closing Arguments, 50 J. SOC. ISSUES 125, 143 (1994).
Urging alternate theories, even when they are consistent, can weaken one’s primary contentions, as they might suggest that each alternative story is less credible or confuses issues. Moreover, adding weak arguments to strong ones both weakens the strong ones and undermines the lawyer’s truth-giver function.204

Follow Known Scripts

Sometimes television’s “script” creates expectations about the way evidence will unfold and what it means. Narratives consistent with these stories are inherently more believable, and witnesses whose testimony conforms to them are judged more credible. Consequently, cross-examination should follow television’s script where helpful.

For example, television programs such as *CSI* and *Law & Order* script arrests and police work. Arrests are predicated on scientific tests that prove guilt; if someone is factually innocent, they have been exculpated prior to trial; and the police tend to be correct in their conclusions, even when they are less than forthcoming about their methods. If cross-examination is able to conform to the known script, it can make the “goal” facts more persuasive.205 By conceiving of cross-examination as a series of short topic-based discussions or as a series of vignettes that advance the story of case, counsel can show how groupings of facts fit within the smaller, television-substantiated scripts. This can present examples of how the attorney’s narrative is most like the stories jurors already know and therefore is credible.206 Such scripting gives a mediocre prosecutor an advantage because his narrative almost always converges with the prevailing lay understanding of behavior, including, most obviously, our cultural narrative of free will. Hence, the story of “evil actors do evil things of their own free will and therefore must be held responsible for their acts” is easily embraced by a jury.207 Furthermore, the order of case presentation can work synergistically with scripting. The initiator of litigation is the first to present a story, introduce characters, and propose the moral of the story. This story, therefore, becomes the internal standard or story.208

204. Fine, supra note 6, at 9-10; see also id. at 4-6 (jurors believe the lawyer knows the truth, and therefore the lawyer must embrace the truth-giver role).
205. McElhaney, supra note 198, at 68 (organize a case to show there is a wrong to be righted).
206. Pozner & Dodd, supra note 14, at § 9.01.
207. Each of these “chapters” of cross-examination can undermine the opponent’s story of case. Id., § 3.06.
209. The theory of primacy underscores that the first argument presented has the greatest impact on the audience.
In addition, testimony that lacks details or facts, yet tracks a known narrative may be supplemented by the known narrative. Because jurors fill in gaps using a story with which they are already familiar, attorneys suggest facts that are not in evidence. The story of CSI teaches viewers that all of this scientific investigation took place long before trial, and, in fact, was what led to the arrest of the defendant. Accordingly, a CSI-viewing juror may fill in gaps in the prosecution case with television-cultivated beliefs that: (a) arrests are based on forensics; (b) forensics proves guilt; and therefore, (c) anyone arrested (and on trial) is guilty.

Similarly, television’s scripts include character portrayals such as the sleazy defense attorney, the moral prosecutor, and the virtuous litigant who is motivated by the desire for an apology. Cross-examination can draw helpful parallels between television’s character types and witnesses or litigants. People generally expect legal drama to “tell[] a story about guilt and innocence . . . peopled by easily recognizable ‘good’ and ‘bad’ characters with understandable motives.” Consequently, portrayals of characters or stories as worthy or unworthy are attached to a set of motivations and credibility markers that can influence decision-making.

**Highlight Deviations from Script**

Whereas jurors will find most believable the trial stories that are consistent with stories they already know, jurors will find stories dissimilar to the ones they know to be more unbelievable or unlikely. Cross-examination, therefore, is an opportunity to point out how and where the opponent’s testimony (or story) deviates from the televisually-established script. Exposing an omission (or thereby highlighting a truth) through cross-examination is particularly poignant.

Relatedly, any missing tropes or characters should be addressed. Thus, cross-examination is an opportunity to fill in the important gaps or explain why the gap is so critical, again furthering some aspect of the story. Moreover, if an advocate does not address the gap, research indicates that jurors will fill it in with non-existent evidence anyway, because it is typical to the script.

**Fear the Script**

Finally, there exist instances in which counsel should avoid alluding to television’s legal scripts. Sometimes these scripts or their cultivated
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211. Questions might be phrased as: (1) “It’s not like . . . .”; (2) “This isn’t the typical situation where . . . .”; (3) “So even though people usually do ‘x’ you did not”; (4) “You mean you didn’t . . . .”
expectations and schematic effects will undercut, if not contradict, the story one is attempting to tell. Where a script does so, an advocate might attempt to avoid reference to that script. Accordingly, she might consider whether it is counterproductive to take on an issue through cross-examination. Some stories or “lessons” are so well-entrenched that they are virtually impervious to attack. Spending the airtime of cross-examination debating them is unlikely to convince the jury that their existing stories and understandings are wrong, but instead runs the risk of underscoring those existing beliefs.

For example, research has repeatedly found that jurors overvalue experts and “evidence” that have the patina of science. Yet many forensic techniques, such as dog sniff, bite-mark, hair analysis, and ballistics, have never been scientifically validated. There are strong arguments (that courts are beginning to accept) that these techniques merely carry the patina of science, rather than scientific acceptance, and that neither they nor the testimony of their purported experts should be admitted into evidence. Unfortunately, because jurors already put a great deal of credence in these practices, largely due to stories told on television, it is unlikely that one cross-examination will change the jury’s mind about their validity or importance in the case. Instead, it might remind jurors of existing beliefs or permit opposing counsel to explicate those existing beliefs on re-direct examination. Thus, one’s case might be better served by limiting the amount of time spent on cross-examination or by choosing to dispute scientific evidence or expert witnesses outside of the earshot of the jury or by motion. If all else fails, a stipulation to expertise or the proffered evidence might minimize its impact.


216. Id; Paul C. Gianelli, Scientific Evidence on Civil Cases, 33 Ariz. St. L.J. 103, 118-19 (2001) (courts have re-examined and disallowed hair analysis); see also Williamson v. Ward, 110 F.3d 1508, 1520 n.13 (10th Cir. 1997).


Indeed, “[t]he first goal of the cross-examiner is to intercept the testimony before the jury receives it.” Id. Thus, an advocate can attempt to exclude testimony. Id.

219. See MAUET, supra note 10, at 327 (describing strategy in stipulating to expert’s qualifications).
CONCLUSION

Inasmuch as a verdict signifies which story the jury found most believable, it is the jury’s truth. This determination of truth is guided not only by the stories told at trial (as developed and underscored through cross-examination), but also by those of which jurors are already aware. Many of these narratives are created and communicated by television. Therefore, whether such stories are accurate, it is important to understand their influence on jurors and their verdicts.

Empirical evidence has shown that television’s legal narratives can become normative and behavioral guides, showing audiences what is normal and how judges, litigants, and attorneys act. Yet just as it is imprudent to ignore the potential impact of such stories, it is equally unwise to presume that any story can have any impact. An advocate who attempts to exploit or avoid certain narratives based on urban mythologies (such as the “CSI Effect” and “litigation explosion”) rather than facts runs the risk of contributing to her opponent’s story and/or undercutting her own. Therefore, although neither empiricism nor the nuances of media theory are the purview of litigators, a rudimentary understanding of their lessons about legal narratives is valuable in developing a powerful trial narrative.